
Art. no. US 3495

Pneumatic brake bleeding unit with two chambers which are hermetically separated by an elastic diaphragm. 
One chamber of the container contains the brake fl uid, the other chamber serves as reservoir for the 
compressed air. 
Max working pressure 30 psi. The diaphragm permits to separate the brake 
fl uid and the compressed air, avoiding like that the risk of an emulsion. 

Mobile brake bleeding unit, consisting of:
- dolly with 4 castors, art. no. 4357,
- pneumatic brake bleeding unit, art. no. 3406,
- kit of bleeding adapters for passenger cars and trucks, art. no. 3490
- 2 plastic jerrycans for the collection of the brake fl uid, art. no. 3485,
- 2 plastic bleeding hoses, art. no. 3481,
- 1 plastic funnel, art. no. 3486.Art. no. US 3495

WASTE OIL DRAINERS

Art. no. US 3198
Art. no. Max 

vacuum
Time for 
creating 
vacuum

Capacity 
collection 

bowl
Height 

adjustable 
Capacity 

collection 
container

Max. 
collection 
quantity

Discharge 
pressure Weight

US 3198 11.6 psi 1,5 min 2.64 gal 41’’ - 63’’ 21.14 gal 20.13 gal 7 psi 75 lb

Art. no. Max 
vacuum

Time for 
creating 
vacuum

Capacity 
collection 

bowl
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collection 
container
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collection 
quantity

Discharge 
pressure Weight

US 3198 11.6 psi 1,5 min 13.2 gal 30.4 gal 26.4 gal 7 psi 117 lbArt. no. US 3180

Art. no. US 8304

Art. no. US 3198

Mobile, combined waste oil drainer and suction unit, with collection container of 21.14 gal capacity, 
two fixed wheels and two castors, with wide collection bowl in painted steel of 2.64 gal capacity incl. 
removable anti splash grid, transparent inspection chamber of 2.64 gal capacity, including level gauge, 
suction hose, kit of suction probes in different diameters, suction adapters and storage bowl. The unit can 
be discharged pneumatically by connecting it to compressed air through a discharge hose with curved 
outlet tube.
The transparent inspection chamber allows to check the quality and the quantity of the sucked oil.
In order to always keep a good visibility into the chamber, the unit is equipped with a device that permits 
to clean the internal surface by sucking a small quantity of diesel or another non-aggressive cleaning 
agent.

Art. no. US 3180

Mobile, combined pantograph waste oil drainer and suction unit, with collection 
container of 30.4 gal capacity, two fi xed wheels and two castors, with rectangular heavy 
duty collection bowl in painted steel of 13.2 gal capacity incl. removable anti splash grid, 
including level gauge, suction hose, kit of suction probes in diff erent diameters, suction 
adapters and storage bowl. 
Suitable for the use with passenger cars, motorbikes or trucks. The unit can be discharged pneumatically by 
connecting it to compressed air through a discharge hose with curved outlet tube.

Art. no. US 8304

Encased, wall – mounted, electropneumatic suction unit for the use with waste oils and similar liquids, composed of 
a pneumatic 1:1 – piston pump, vacuometer, electronic unit for the control of the suction process, solenoid-actuated 
shut-off  valve for the deactivation of the pump, push button for the activation of the suction process, power supply / 
transformer unit 110 VAC – 24 VDC, 4.9’ – suction hose and kit of suction probes in diff erent diameters.
The suction cycle is structured as follows:
- Switch-on of the pump;
- Suction of the liquid and transfer into a storage tank;
- Automatic switch-off  of the pump after fi nishing the suction process.
It is possible to connect the suction unit to a hose reel to facilitate the suction process also at a distance of max 33’.

Art. no. Pressure 
compressed air Voltage Max 

vacuum
Compression 

ratio 
Consumption 

compressed air
Outlet 

pressure Weight

US 8304 29 - 58 psi 110 VAC -
60 Hz 0,8 bar 1:1 47.5 gpm 58 psi 31 lb
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